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tip: Graf of
to mire

Hebriiws4-1

-7501 BC
Phoenician finger id was a standard
cloth measure. 'A neat, or afinsiretch, of 100 made_ a fathom

e ks a ed the Phoenioban zeba. They reduced the Phoernaan cloth
measure by fiive zebus so that the 45 zebo cloth measuse was equal to th
or_three_footl . liklathorri was 90 aebos or six pons long.

300 I3C-t00 AD .
Since the Romans travelled-long distances while building; heir. empire, linear

meassire was an-important-fart-of their-system -A soldier's boatbecaine star-
.dard unit. This foot length was equal to 12 finger widths. A pace, or dchible stems,
was five feet.-A thOtnand paces coiered a mile and one eighth of that

h of a fturow, or-a barb:
t

denriany there were many names for one measure based on the distance
covered by the feet 61 16 men when the men stood in line heel-to-toe heel-to-
toe. Some of the names were rute, rod,- pole, and'perch! Forty of these mils

--rrautr-r-fartong-and-eight-Turlongs equaliercderrute.
800AD-

In

Charlemagne declared his foot the sta rd foot length in his eln e

900-1100 AD
Trade became di_ fficult. Eacn d a different measuring%Ystern and ev-
ery ruler made his,own stant)ar N cup was usual y the size of the king's

favorite wine cup: Aibushe'l-Was the- size -of a stet convenient to carry.
Merchants never knew if they would get a good in. As trade increased,
people tried "to standardize measurement.
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the tip of his
in front of hint The
in one day by a pair

one year was called a

Fahrenheit,
perature. He put his thermometer, a time with merry in IL Lne mixture

salt and rce,,The cold made the meri ury Fahrenheit marked the
stopped falling, 0 Then he purthd therntnnlete in mo h, Phe hea
the- mereary.ris. He marked thoplace it

1742
:_fArnoirui,1 he= I rnr ediSh

--th Meek differehtly. He rfiarkecl 0° att the level of
water frcrie a 100° at the levetof the merCury where Watei:

fr

n 1670, Gabriel Mouton. Vicar dityons, Fran0a,..proposed a cbmpletely new
meastiaing systkrnbase0 on_ multiples of ten. But it- wis not until of ter the
French Revolution that a group-of French mathernalicians were able teolully

this-sygrent;off Weight nd i easurrs. 1790, trey proposed themTet-ric
:tern7-a decimal or base ten system, that u : theme1er as the basic unit. In*,

1795 the Metric lstem was adopted in France. Metric comes from the Greek_
met ron-vihich -means measure. A meter was based orfl /10,000,000,000 uf

'stance from
ternational treaty, the International ureau of Weights and Meiisurernent was

-established in Sevres,-France. A Metal bar, made of imixture of platinum and
iridium, was declared the standard meter. Soon after, the standard gram anti

111e--Iteitdeirdsfeererelined
N

system was rename} thesInfernational S;''stemt of Units or SI for Syste e n-
ternationale.-

1964'
The Breiistriannounced their intention to ado
year period. a

A 1968
The United Stites Metric Study -Bill was_paised by Cok-i ess. The
mended adoption'Iof the Metric System over the next ten years.

etric System over a ten

r

Tidy recourr



an
Act of _

United Stales shall be to coordinate and plai0he increasing the
in,-thet United States and to establish a United States Metric Board to

mate the voluntary conversion to the metric system..

Metric art Advisory ComMittee f.

m the Sta rtment of Education, The
.University of. Alabama, A.EA., and P.T.A.

o e co
'defines for metric instruction, were produced. These appear later in this

The United Stag Metric Board l riot i eert n rued ai of this date (August,
1977) but when lisped, it is ly that some manner of chrondlogical

wi to Qri r iei-ro-thirafernaitTnar-System of Units (Si). Industry has begun the conversion on its own and since
our students will enter a work-world that is becoming increasingly related to
metric measures, it behooves school tent is-to dirt soon to move toward in-.

on in the, metric system, a ..
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I The best Way to learn to measure. This reqtnres_many
hands-on activities that will km a students with 4ifferent units of
measurement by measuring aCtual objects foultd.in their environment

i
2. At all leves of instruction it-is imperative that students pmgrem front the

1.mliabatsnipulatict aLmodelviumever_-----
o the semi -concrete hiictorial. scale dra eta to the abstract

evc1 of computation.

-a T_he etric system should be an integra
43 it is concerned with su-remen

of he total curriculum io so far

-----t-Thernetric system should be-taughras the principal system of meismentent
. with emphasis on the ?elationship among the Units within the system. The

chi en may compare metric units with -other standard units bit they
-should-riot-convert from-one-system to another until-sufficient-need-and
motivation arise.

5. Estimition in measurement is a vital skin that should be streed at each
el_

GOALS AND OB CT IVES OF METRIC
INSTRUCTION, K-12 -

BROAD GALS --
,Consisteitt with his developmental level, the student shall be able:

To know the language and symbols of the metric system and to cornmuni-
cate readily and effectively with 'acceptible form and style.

2. To apply the various relationship's within the metriesystem.

4



h,- area,- volume,
with

c, and other dperatioris that inviSlve the

i f
metric measurement

x activities, a ay, that nvalve

7. To be aware of the historical lIckgrourid of the change to n

consistency and ency of the metric
9. To perceive om e o the ecoinomit, social and philosophic implications of- I world-wide adopt n f a co neon measurement and system.

f 1,-.. ..othersystems h-when 1e ttiust interprpr----

& Tp a

O. To relate metric measures to
a. 4

NOTES The Last goal is ruimbenid-zero as an indication that conversion is not:a
spec c goal of this curriculum conversion will be taught only when aparticular need arise-and never a4 an end in itself. The awareness thatmixed data can be ronciled should be develoPed through the frost

consistent

There may or may not be an objective to support each broad goal at ev-
ery instructional level. Therefore, the numbering of 'the levelobiective -4-

16 be irderpreted_ as follows: "1.3.3" refers to level 1, broad goal 3,
third objective in Support of goal 3; "5.5_1" refers to level 5, btOad goal
5, objective 1 of 5 objectives to achieve the broad goat_

page ten for suggested sequence of irwlementation of ives.

L WECTIVES

den i pronounce e words: meter, centimeter, liter, gramand kilogram,

-K.2.I The student will recognize meter and centimeter as'units for Jength
1"Feq-uderrivill--choose the longer (shorter) of two given objects rela--tively linear in natrue. (Pencils, chalk,, rods)

K.4.I The student will select an appropriate object from group of familiar
obleits when riked"to chocise -One -about as long is a meter stick.-

LEVEL I OBJECTIVES

-1:1,1 -The-student.
necessarily kale

1.1.2 _..--The student will id centin

stick sl but n

er division on a metric ruler.

2



1.2.1 The student' will select 'bah gme er",and centi wards re-

lated 'to a scaled retetekstick."

1:21
.

The Student will associate,"meter and "centimeter" to length terms
such as lone short, tall, high, Wide, etc.

1.2.3 The, student will.associate -liter" to the measuretent of lisuidi such
- ,

as, riiilk-and - ' -

1.2:4 The student will associate "kilogram' to the rneasmerit.of mass (or
-weight!) on a beam or.balance scale (or personal scale). °;-''-'

. _iii . .

Di- The student. will 'directly coralirre two objects and claisify one as
longer than:shorter than, or equal to the other.

1.3.2 The student wplcompar d order* the length of pictorial P n4.-

tat ions of objects.

1.3.3. . The student will compare and order areas directly by covering.

1.3.4 The student will compare and oral' Mass directly using a. simple
'rscale. ' -

.
. .--

1,-35
The stude'nt wiltiompare and order capacity directly by poqrm

,

1.4.1 The student will recognize a body referrent" etfor the meter end for.
the centimeter. . - .

9.7.1 The student will describe the metric system as something 17ne ;for

everyone to learn.

LEVEL 2 OBJECTIVES

2.1.1 he student will read the words meter, centimeter, liter, gram and

kilogram.

'2. The student will select the symbOl for the words meter and cen-

timeter.

2.0 The student will read a Celsius. thermometer in whole degr

2.2.1 state the-relationshipbetweertmeterand-cent meter.---
.

2.2.2 The student will identify meter, centimeter, gram, kilogram, liter and

Celsius as metric words.

2.2.3 The student will identify at least 5 situations in his environment that
will involve metric measurement.

2.3.1 The student will compare and order 2 line segments using a cen-

timeter ruler in whole units.

*Orderusing greater than or less than qUalities.
"Referrent a body part or quality which approximates a known ttieasure

6
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2.3.2 The student will compare and order 2 closed regions oFsirrillar shape
by visual Comparison.

2.4:1 The student will measure the length of a pictorial representation in
whole centimeters. '

0..4

2.4.2. Thesstudent will determine the capacityIn whole liters of a given
container. -by-pouring :w ith-a-liter-cup.

V

2.43 The student will fill a graduated beaker or cylinder to the one liter..
-mark.

2A.4 The student will determine whether a smallOblect has mass gfeater
than, less n ,tha or equal to a one kilogram weight using a simple scale.

2:7.1 The student will identify the metric system as the measuringlsystem
to be used most in the future.

LEVEL OBJECTIVES

3.1.1 The student will select the,word symbolizetl by m, L, g, and kg.
2. The student will place the six common metric prefixes in order on a

place value chart. (kilo, hecto, deka, deci, centi,

3.1.3 The student will identify freezing point, boiling point, body, and
room temperatures on the Celsius scale.,

3.2.1 The student will differentiate between km.m, dm, cm.

3.3,1 The student will compare and order measurements in square cen-
timeters,

The student' will compare and order the area of two rectangular
regions with sides in whole centimeters using a centimeter grid.

3.4.1 The student will estimate lengths in 'centimeters.

3.4.2 'The student will measure classroonl-distances to the nearest whole
meter.

3.4.3 The student will measure distances lhn one meter to the nearest
decimeter.

3,4.4 The student will determine the area in square centimeters of a -
tangle with sides in whole centimeters using a centimeter grid.

3.4.5 The student will measure a liquid correctly to the neatest 100
milliliters using a calibrated beaker or cylinder.

3.4.6 The student will determine the volume inicubic centimeters of a r
tangular solid by counting centimeter cubes or try constructing a simi-
lar object with centimeter cubes.

3.4.7 The student will determine the perimeter of a rectangle 6r a
parallelogram by measuring in whole centimeters.

7 14



3.4.8 The student will determine the approximate mass in grams of a small
object using a balance scale to within 10 grams for objects of 100 grams
or less. 4.

3.4:9 The student will determine heights in centimeters and his own
weight in kilograms.

-3.54 The-:student-will-cletermine-the-sum-and= difference f-twcr-like
measures. 4

3.6.1 The student will construct a line segment of arbitrary_ length in whole
centimeters

3.7.1 The student will recognize the metric system as a nieasiring system
comparable to other systems.

LEVEL OBJECTIVES

4.1.1 The, student will state the six comMon metric prefix
meaning.

and their

, -

4,1.2 The student will select symbols that correspond to metric terms.

4.1.3 The student will identify temperatures as cold, very cold; Warm, or
hot.

4.2.1 The student will use the relationships kgg, m2cm2, 1
L.=1000 mL, 1 kg= 1000 g.

4.2.2 -Given an arbitrary temperature in whole degrees Celsius, -the student
will locate it on a Celsius scale.

4.3.1 The student will compare and ordermeasurements in whole tn2, d
and cm2.

4.3.2 The student will compare and order measurement in dm' and i
fr

4.4.1 The student willestimate lengths in m, cm nd mm.

4.4.2 The student will measure length to the ne mm.

4.4.3 The student will estimate areas of triangular regions by counting units
___L- -and half- units-using a centimeter grid. ,

4.4.4 The student will calculate the perimeter in cm of irregular polygons.

4.4.5 The student will measure tempeiatures to the nearest whole degree.

4.5.1' The student 141111 calculate multiples and submultiples (divisions) of
metric measurements expressed in whole unit.

4.5.2 The student will change from kmmdmcmmm.
4.5.3 The student will change cmdm, dm 'rri,mmcm.
4.6.1 The student will solye simple word problems that involve addition

and subtraction of metric measurements.

8
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4.7.1 The student will state the approximate age and natiobal origin of he
metric system.

4.0.1 The student will identify the general correspondences: m yd.,
cmin.; kglb., L °C°F.

1LEVEL-5=OBJECTIVES--
5.b.1 Thistudent will write-the metric word to match each common

bol.

5-L7 The student will recognize I _al -seasonal temperature variations in

5.2.17 The studecit will u the relationships:
kmhm"clammdm4cm--mm. kgg7mg, kL

5.22 The student will use the relationsthp dm L in capacity and Lkg
in .mass of cold water.

5.'3,1\ The student will compare and 6.rd measures in m3, dm3, c kL, L,
mL.

5:4.1 The student will make reasonable estimates of the length, mass, and
capacity of common classroom items.

5.4.2 The student will read and record in °C the temper ure.of liquid as it
is heated or cooled.

5.5.1 The student will fill a calibrated beaker or cylinder to, an arbitrary
_rrteasure_

.5.5.2
(fur

student will find 'the s sir and difference of two measurements
expressed in decimal nota

5.5.3 The student will cal the area of a rectangle using the formula,
base x height =ar measurements in whole units.

.e 5.54 The student will express linear measurements correct to the nearest
0.1'm and 0,1 cm.

= 5.5.5- --The -student- will- change- km.1im
kgimg, t.mL by multiplying by 10, 100, or 1000.

5.6.1 The student will solve word problems that involve multiplicatiqn of
integers times 'metric measurements and division of metric measure-
ments by integeri using whole units only.

.5.7.1 The student will explain why and how the metric system originated.
5.8.1 The.student will identify the advantages of using a common set of

prefixes with all root words.

5.0.1 The student will make the gross comparisons:
a m is a little more than a yd.. a Lisa little more trian a qt., a kg is a little

.9



more than 2 lbs., a little /65. t

LEVEL 6 OBJECTIVES

6.1.1 The student will recognize these symbols as words: km/h, m/s, km/s.

-The ,.:stuclent-will-will-read-roadsigns-such-as -SEeed-Limit $0 krit/h,
Montgomery 170 km.

6.1.3 The student will state linear dimensions of measurements such as m2,
drn2, em2, ml; de, cm3. ects measured being squares or cubes.)

6.1.4 The student will construct and, read.a line graph showing variations
in outdoor temperature over a period of time in C.

6.2.1 The student will use th'relationships ha a--m2,

6.2.2 The student will rename all common metric linear 'measurements in
equivalent values including squase and cubic units.

6.3.1 The student will compare and order measurements in the same base
unit.

6.4.1 The student will select an appropriate unit of measurement forcom--
,mon objects in his environment from the set: km, rn, cm, mm,rkg, g, L,
mi.

t

6,4.2 The student will heat .a liquid to an arbitrary °C temperature.

6.5.1 The student will calculate the volume of a rectangular solid using
_ metri easurementsan_riecimalnutation_

6.5.2

6.5-4

`6;5.5

6.6.1

6.6.2

6.7.1

The student will perform multiplication and division operations on
metric measurements expressed in decimal notation.

The student will change cm2dm2eaht.kg
"The student will express linear measurements.correct to 0.001 m and

0.001 km; capaety measurements to 0.001-1, and mass to 0.001 kg.

The student will calculate the area of a rectangle with sides expressed
in decimal notation.

The student will calculate the area of triangles, parallelograms
trapezoids using base-height formulas and whole metric units.

The student will make a graph to show comparisons of metric u

The student will recite some of the historical development of
metric system.

nd

s.

e

6.8.1 The student will explain the concept and value of a decimalized
system.

6.9.1 The student will recognize the advantages of a world-wide measure-
., ment system in world communications.

10



The student will be kik to compare E ish to metric measures 'ven
an appropriate printed comparison chart.

LEVEL 7/8 OBJECTIVES .

71t11.1-11-te_student.-will:idantify-a11-11;e-metric-base-terrns.
7/8:1.2 The student will state the prefixes in sequence.

7/8%1.3 The student will read, spell,. and know the meaning of the common
metric prefixes and root words, and pronounce them properly.

7/8.1.4 The student will identify normal &tidy temperature and local climatic
aanges fin degrees Clsius.

8.1.5 The student will read and record metric measurements using accepted
symbols end form.

7/8:2.1 The student will associ
siants.

77812.2 The student will read
showing data,,in metric terms.

7/8.2.3 The student will convert to arty arbitrary equivalent metric unit given-
any comnrn metric measurement.

7/8.2.4 The student will read and inter'pret. mapskearing _metric scales.
7/8.3.1 The-student will compare and order _groups f measurerrients

equiwt- l
4

erri-untts. -

e the prefixes ultiplication con-

interpret chant, graphs, and diagrams

7/83.2 The studkt r,i l describe and compare physical areas of his environ.
ment: such as athletic fields, t (purls. classro6rns, eke., in metric terms.

7/8.4.1 The student will calculate tare volume of irreguldrly shaped solids by
liquid 'displacement, in a graduated beaker or cylinder.

7018.4.2 The student will tate his height in either m ór cm and his weight in
kg,

-%-==71/1.4.3 -HT-he student will read and calculate temperiti:ge changes during
laboratory experiments using Celsius, tab thermometer%

7/8.4.4 The student will measure various vofumes using laboratory graduated'
beakers or cylinders.

7/8.4.5 'The student will weigh various objects using a laboratory balance and
calculate weight differences using metric units.

7/8.5.1 The student will approximate distances between two points on a m
bearing a metric scale.

fi

7/8,5.2 The student will make all common changes from one metric unit to
another by moving the decrial poi

1-1
.
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7/8.6.1- The student will use metric meastirbment in sirriple_,a
tions and geometric formulas.

aic e

7/86.2 The student will use metric measurements in such daily activiti
class projects, art works, handicrafts, .vocational training, sports, and

4

7/8.7.1 -Ns student wilt trace the, progress of the metric system in the U.S.
and in the world.

7/8,8.1 The student will compare the metri system to the English system in
terms of simplicity and ease'of *

47/8.9.1 The-student wilidescribe how the rise of- the m ii sySte '11 facili-

tate international travel.

7/8.92
. I .

The student willgxplain the advanttages .9111-ie adoption' f the metric
system in'relation to industrial product* mid world t cle.

.,-, . .
The student will state the implications Gra common measureme
swerri in terms of settinkworld-wide standards in such areas
medicine. economic development, ecological planning, .etc.

7/8.0.1 The student will interpret mixed data by translating nOn-metric-data
to a metric approximatictn of appropriate accuracy using given for-
mula, chart of scale. 7.

LEVEL 9/10/11/12

stated hers. It -is-ex .hat-tearhers-wtll
°select from- the foregoing lifts those objectives sufficient to overcome-
deficien'cies and ipeet the M2eds of students in high school grades.

12
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&I that the foregoing objectives be implemented in the order
pliowever;the-state-of-readiness-otgrpupsy-va the rate

of impIemeptatiOn may be slowed or acceletated.
(.

Teaehhig
Level

K

m

Bret Year of
Implementation

Level K bjctives

K and Obiectives

2 Level 1 and 2 Objectives

3 Level 1, Z and 3 Objectives

4 level .1, 2, 3,' and part of
4 Objectives

5 Level 1,*2. 3, and 4'
Objectives

Level 1, 2, 3, 4, and
F:art of 5 Objectives,

7 Level 1. Z 3, 4, and
5 Objectives

3A41-trai-Leve-1--6T-71-9
Objectives

111'

. f

nd. Year of
itnplrementation

Level K Objective

Le 1- and 1 0jectiv es

and 2 Cbjectives

Level 2 and 3 Obitiv

Leb's1;38and

Level 4

14vel 4, 5, and &Objectives

Level 5, 6, and # Objectives

No specific objectives are he is expected that teachers
will select from the foregoing lists (hose objectives sufficient to over-
come deficiencies and meet the needs of students In high sat:
!packs. .

L./

Ir

'This is from the poinvpf view of a teacher working each year at the given grade level Inds
system which is uniformly chaneng to a multidisciplinary metric curriculmn.'The change will
probably be completed In two years if adequate preliminary preparations are made in retraining
staff and acquiringlenateria Is and tiquipment needed- fn the third year fee ''catching up" objectives
should be needed, though some review will always be necessary for 14fividual students:



The trietric system i5 based on the.cOnvenie_ e of the decimal. number
system. Milts areirela ted by firs of 10. This greatly simplifies computation. A
peat deal' of the arithmetic merely involves the shifting of ttie decimal point
Without tedious Calculations. This decimal nature is strikingly apparent in the
-following series of relationships:

10 nlillimeterS = 1 centimeter
10 centimeters = 1 decirpeter
LO decimeters =. 1 meter
10-meters = 1 1ekameer
10 delf.ameters 1 frectometer
10 hectometers == 1 kilometer

14.



DECIMAL MONEY METRIC COMPARISON TABLE

0

tvimal 1000

Place Yalu'
I tirousads

bijis

I

LISP 1

Metric

Length I km

kilornekr hectometer

hm

100. 10 1 01 0.01' 0,001
lcundreds tens ones tenths hundredths thousandlits

541 $11
;bill./ bills bills dimes cent& mills

a

dekarneter

darn .

Metric kiloliter bettoliter

Canty kL
, hI

Metric ilograrn hedvarn

meter, decimeter

drn

40

Ater

daL

.centimeter millimeter

ern

4

liter deciliter centilit

a

dekagram gram decigrar ceritigram milligram

I

dig g dg cg mg
4

0

.1 /
i 4 14 Multiple of .1

Prefix 1 !Base Unit,
,, ,

I

liega 1 TO C00 a times

kilo 1000 times

hecto 4, , ./lW imcs

deka

\MO
E

I I' % 0J
, # . titnes'

anti ': 0,01 ' ' times

;id . 000. ' t i rip

micro 0, tJU0 001
. .

. tim.

.
E,.E.

a

a

ii

Power of

Ten ,

IV

01'4

l(P 4

10(

10

10-

10-2

Jr
0;4

4

f

her useful units and syrnbo!

liar ' -ha 10

mit& ton
I

1000 kilograms'

deiree Celsius bC

Freezing point trC

of $tailr.,

Boiling poinl 100T

of water

,Norrrial body

temperature 37

4.

4

P

.4



SYSThME INTERNATIONAL -- SI

For MOM teachers die metric system for teaching purposes will be four .

unitsmetek, liter, gram, and degree Celsius. More properly and for the pur-
pose of being fully informed the real metric system (Le Systirne International
d'Unitis (SI) or International System of Units) is composed of three classes of
unitsbase units, supplementary units, and derived units. Only teachers of ad-
vanced science and mathematics need to know the entire SI, but all leachers
should be familiar with the system.

The base units and sythbols are:

1. length meter,m
2. niass kilogram, kg
3. time second, s
4, electric an-rent 9 ampefe, A
5. thermodynamic tem rature kelvin, K
6. amount of substance mole, mol
7. luminous intensity candela, cd

The supplementary and symbol; e:

I. plane angular measure radian, rad
2. solid angular measure steradian, sr

The derived units are shown on the, following page.

13
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ASE UNITS

RELATIONSHIPS OF SI UNITS WITH NAMES

DERIVED UNITS WITH SPECIAL NAMES

VIR1**A

/- ACTIVITY
, ICY IO$IEIAC mum !KY

mADIAT100Sounm

tAvlovi IC/VI

I

AMOUNT OF SUIATAFIC

WEAL, *
OLIARTITTA

PO

VIM TIDTX

too I

RAH

PRIM

CUNIIEI

COROUITARTI

THE PIAITLITY ANTIC T NATURE

LUMINOUS INT4PI

AURA'LEMU$TANY UNITS

TIAVIVAIVAC

'r=171 lc

ITIOUCTANII
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:SI STYLE AND USAGE

1. Symbols re.norpunctuated with periods exceprat the end of
tence.
Example: kg NOT kg. or k.g.

cro not Five plurarkims-.
Example: 1'0 kg (10 kilograms) NOT 10 kgs (10 kilograms)

.

3. IA space, is left between the number and the unit symbol; the only ex-
ception to this rule is for the location of the symbols used with plane
angles and egree Celsius, `
Example. mm, 27°C, and 90° NOT 25rnm, 27 °C, and 90 °

4. Apital L should.be used as the sympol for liter to avoid confusing it
wit.h the numeral one (1).

Exponential index numbers are used with symbols tcusignify "square"
or`L'-cribic" measure. -

-Example: cm: (square centimeter) sq.cm. (square centimeter)
_cm) (cubic centimeter) NOT c.c (cubic,.centimeter)

6. The symbol for "per" is a slash ;7" NOT 90 k.p.h. or 90 km
ExaMple: Write 90 km/h or per h

90 kilometers per hour NOT 90 kilometers /hour

7. In recording measurements decimal form should be used instead of
fractional form and wherCwriting numbers less than one a zero is
placed before the decimal 'point.
Example: 0.5 NOT 1/2

0.25 NOT .25

S. A space rather` than a comma is preferred for indicatingjtow numbers
are grouped on either side of the decimal point.
Example: 27 000 NOT 27,000

3.141 592 NOT3.141592
In numbers of four,digits'no space is recommended.

-fxample: 5000 NOT 5,000 NOR 5 COO

. Do not use a_psefix_as a word.
Example: A kilogram of flour. NOT A kilo of flour.

Avoid mixing units.
Example: 1.34 m 1 m 34 cm

100 cm by 20 cm NOT l m by 20/ cm
11. Unit-names are treated as common nouns. (Exception: Celsius is

capitalized.)
Ex/ample:, kelvin, ohm, newton

12. Symbols derived from proper names are written with the first letter in
up -case.
Exa le: kelvin: K

newton: N
degree Celsi
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METRIC TEMPERATURE
(CELSIUS).

BODY-
-TEMPERATURE

-7 °C

WATER
FREEZES



itniliaPFive" is n no and shouid_not co
d e vti in this booklet- However, these five *I

volurna

---1fitito ensure tnat prefixes ruin their identity when pronounced, the first
syllable of each prefix is accented. Remember to pronounce kilometer with thetr,
accent on the fir...) syllable_ as l the custom in pronouncing units such as

kilOgram and kilbwatt. The accent on the second syllable usually ap-
_ plies to measuring devices such as thermometer; aerometer, barorripter, and
micromvter.



de with nonstand emits e
child is able to in tle envirdn-

t r arts rf f s d t of

Wi

stage, he will have gained a rt of
e tmits me ement. and

will ,be ready for the we of standard

he f th stage; the-dhild learns
to choose standard units appropriate for
the measurement task at_hand.
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many free which can ashy made by teachers or stu-
dents. Aga take care in accepting and wing these items. Consideration
should be given (`a) to the physical characteristic; of the meaning devices to be

vcl aFF'h-Prz
n s of written InstnactioTi, eiplanations, and exercises; (c) to the rectn
and precisiian of written material and diagrams.

Time- fort
materials and programs, and also a checklist

L The
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2, Metric' n is in

1.5 AND PR

ndard SI unitsln a consistent manner. (See pages,

into lessons throughout the curriculum and not
presented as an isolated opic or limited to a single discipline,:

3. Metric measures are made basic to all measurement activities, Conversion is
d e an =_hasi ed in later =4 ades and non-existent in earl Where n-

dealt with from a metric ,b



I. Is the measuring device accurately ealibra
-their

re callraiions.
ch

ions neat brethe
m a short period

the device durable? Can it withstand the rigors of child use? Drop

Does the measuring device ht- the -use it is being purchased for? &ample:
Thermometers with a raligof 10°C to 50°C cannotbe used to find the tern-
perature of boiling water.

57(1-iquid Containers) Children hesitate to fill containers to the top with licr
yids. Therefore, calibrations should not be made to the very top.

6. Is the device appropriate for the children who will be workingotithit
mp n aria ytica rice might not be appropriate i r early elimentary

children, however, a simple balance beam'ri ight be appropriate,

7. Is it easily repaired? Are parts available?

8. it attractive? Will children want to pick it up and play with it?
9. Can it be used for many applications? Are instructions included?

A MINIMAL LIST. OF METRIC EQUIPMENTAND MATERIALS
INDERGARTEN - THIRD GRADES

Quantity
8 Combination meter sticks

5 Meter sticks scaled only in meters

er sticks I only in decimeters



Quantity
2 Trun 4Ie wheel with cicck

either direction

Hei device

ply -fr ee-turning in

1-2 50 Meter tape scaled in peters and centimeters

2-3 Bucket balance

set Cwsenaire Rods (class

:ntity
15 Meter sticks scaled in centimeters

30 cm- rs scaled-in millimet

uare centimeter transparent grids it least 10 crii x 10
cm)

Cubic centimeter blocks (plastic, weighing one gram)

I Celsius room thermometer (wood back preferred)

in individual containers).__

FOURTH - :H G D ES

3 Celsius dipping thermometers

10 Celsius thermometers, range at least 30 °C to 110°C
(Calibrations should be in 2°Cdivisions-)

ng ledincentirn
millimeters (possibly in decimeters also).
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1 Dissectide liter cube (

100 mL graduated cylinde4s scaled irLat least 10 mL divi
sions (soft Mast=ic preferred)

Other Desirable Me nt and_Ma_ter

Quantity _

Cubk rneter. Quid be dust dips Ut wh"
sticks)

2-3 Spring sc least 1 kg, with at least 100 g divisions)

Height measuring device

ch 500 min -and 100 mL graduated cylinders (soft plastid

S
- TWELFTH GRADES

Quantity

30 30 cm. rulers scal millimeters

are centirnet rarparent grids (at least 10 cm x 10

1000 Cubic centimeter blocks (plastic ones that weigh one
gram preferred)

1 Celsius room thermometer (wood back preferred)

10 Celsius thermometers (range at. least 30°C to 110°C)

6-8 Flexible tapes,1 50 cm long, scaled 'in . centimeters and
millimeters (possibly in decimeters also).

50 meter tapescaled in centimeters

I Ream re centimeter graph paper or a duplicator master for
such paper

27 4



M at least 1Q mia 'vi-

2-3 Metric p inside and ddb, with spring- lock
rsa d ll r

tale on base)

may be incorporated on calipers)

5 mty plastic spoo

* Whmik_
Lm

kitchen scale which can b reset to zero)

Self - adhesive tape marked in centimete

Paper tape (Adding machine tape will serve well.)

ecnFicspoon .set 1, rrr c;rr251,00

Geoboaids

28



coat hanger with gem clips

Paste cardboard foot on floor with



A trundle
aklar- pies

n a ar-
mith a diameter of

or other stick. join the two with nut,
bolt, and washers to permit easy_ rota-

_ tion. Divide the wheel
with dm, cm, afid one meter marks..=,k.
metal =tab earl be attached_a_ the one
meter mark so that a click is made as
each meter is me

PLACE VALUE. PREFIX VALUE,
AND'SYMBOL CHARTS

Sets of seven cards, cardboard, paper, or
1.1*r surfaces can be labeled with lace

values-, prefix

LITER-00a

Uie 7-Up or. Coke litfsr bottles. tin
pound coffee cans are approximately
liter. Also,- a half gallon milk carton

to



MFA5URT2c

con--
tatiners with aggregate corresponding
to various mass gram to kilogram

CMITEM UM EVE

Itgqiake decimeter and 10
centimeter strips which din be joined
to make- a meter measurer. Adding

etape, nniTa-fotder3trt
any paper covered with contact paper
can be td


